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The Vanishing Word
Badiou is widely considered to be France's most important
and exciting contemporary thinker. Much of Badiou's earlier
work (including Being and Event) can only be fully understood
with a clear grasp of Theory of the Subject, one of his most
important works.
Five years ago in The Vanishing Newspaper, Philip Meyer
offered the newspaper industry a business model for
preserving and stabilizing the social responsibility functions of
the press in a way that could outlast technology-driven
changes in media forms.
Looks at words which have vanished from English and offers
insights into the lives and beliefs of the past from an
unexpected angle. This book examines how the words we no
longer use reflect how life has changed in that area, from
food we no longer eat to clothes we no longer wear.
The Vanishing Hebrew Harlot is written with two objectives:
First, to recover the core meaning of the Hebrew stem ZNH
as a complex of non-Yahwist rituals, deities, institutions and
beliefs prevalent in ancient Israel and Judah. With this
understanding, the author assigns the translation value
«participate in non-Yahwist religious praxis» to ZNH. The
second objective is to understand how this core meaning
came to be encrusted with promiscuity, prostitution, and
detestable things, and, above all, with adultery, a capital
offense, as well as with religious contamination and its
destructive consequences. In the biblical texts, the stem ZNH,
which encompasses a complex of non-Yahwist religious
practices, operates in a powerful, adversarial relationship to
the Yahwist complex of religious practices. Since non-Yahwist
sacrifices signify the repudiation of Yahweh, non-Yahwist
sacrifices arouse fierce opposition. The prophets Hosea and
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Jeremiah grasp this adversarial relationship and in their
advocacy for Yahweh infuse non-Yahwist praxis with images
of illicit sexual encounters and with the production of religious
contamination that will lead to the devastation of Israel and
Judah and to the exile of their inhabitants. The new structure
of ZNH that emerges with Hosea and Jeremiah is one that revisions ZNH activities by incorporating repugnant sexual
imagery and devastating theological contamination into the
core of non-Yahwist praxis. However, ZNH also has a sexual
signification in contexts that are independent of and distinct
from cultic contexts. The stem ZNH is examined in its Ancient
Near Eastern environment, but the thrust of this research is
the analysis of ZNH in its Hebrew textual environment using
concepts from cognitive linguistics: network of associations,
associated commonplaces, and blending.
The Vanishing WordThe Veneration of Visual Imagery in the
Postmodern WorldWipf and Stock Publishers

Two central questions are at the core of international
legal theory: 'What is international law?', and 'Is
international law really law?' This volume examines
these critical questions and the philosophical foundations
of modern international law using the tools of AngloAmerican legal theory and western political thought.
Engaging with both contemporary and historical legal
theory and with an analysis of international law in action,
the book builds an understanding and theory of law from
the perspective of those who actually use this legal
system and understand it, rather than constructing an
artificial system from the standpoint of political scientists
and moral philosophers. Law at the Vanishing Point
provides a fascinating new challenge to those who
reduce international law either to ethics or to politics and
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provides a critical new appraisal of its power as an
independent force in human social relations.
Jamie and Kendall Broderick catch up to their father at a
fancy party. An expensive crystal vase has been stolen.
Kendall and Jamie Broderick watch as the police ask
their father to go through his movements at the party.
Can they help the police find the stolen vase? See if you
can solve this 15-minute mystery before the Brodericks
do. Similar to the old Encyclopedia Brown series, kids
get to test their wits and powers of observation against
our detectives. These books help kids learn the vital
skills of logic and attention to detail in a fun, easy way.
Ages 8 and up. Educational Versions include exercises
designed to meet Common Core standards.
LearningIsland.com believes in the value of children
practicing reading for 15 minutes every day. Our
15-Minute Books give children lots of fun, exciting
choices to read, from classic stories, to mysteries, to
books of knowledge. Many books also work well as hi-lo
readers. Open the world of reading to a child by having
them read for 15 minutes a day.
The word is central to both naive and expert theories of
language. Yet the definition of 'word' remains
problematic. The 42 chapters of this Handbook offer a
variety of perspectives on this most basic and elusive of
linguistic units.
Is image everything? For many people in our culture,
image and images are everything. Americans spend
hours watching television but rarely finish a good book.
Words are quickly losing their appeal. Arthur Hunt sees
this trend as a direct assault on Christianity. He warns
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that by exalting imagery we risk becoming mindless
pagans. Our thirst for images has dulled our minds so
that we lack the biblical and mental defenses we need to
resist pagan influences. What about paganism? Hunt
contends that it never died in modern Western culture;
image-based media just brought it to the surface again.
Sex, violence, and celebrity worship abound in our
culture, driving a mass media frenzy reminiscent of
pagan idolatry. This book is a clear warning that the
church is being cut off from its word-based heritage, and
that we are open to abuse by those who exploit the
image but neglect the Word. Thoughtful readers will find
this a challenging call to be critical about the images
bombarding our sense and to affirm that the Word is
everything.
"Technopolis has no end in view other than bigger,
faster, newer, and more. While giving us many material
benefits--at least in the short run--in its wake are spiritual
loss, alienation, and devastation. These essays not only
evaluate Technopolis, but also seek wisdom to cope with
our new human-made environments. Positively stated,
they offer suggestions on how to bring us back into
balance. Some of our best wisdom in analyzing
Technopolis can be found in the voices of the Christian
humanists. Unlike Enlightenment humanism, which tends
to be human-centered, Christian humanism is concerned
with the role of humankind within God's created order. G.
K. Chesterton, T. S. Eliot, J. R. R. Tolkien, and C. S.
Lewis represent this tradition. They, and others like
them, understood that technological progress with no
clear telos obscures what Eliot called ""the permanent
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things."" Surviving Technopolis means restoring the
things closest to us--those old identity-forming
institutions of home, church, and community."

In most countries in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union, the fall of communism opened up the
possibility for individuals to acquire land. Based on
Katherine Verdery's extensive fieldwork between
1990 and 2001, The Vanishing Hectare explores the
importance of land and land ownership to the people
of one Transylvanian community, Aurel Vlaicu.
Verdery traces how collectivized land was
transformed into private property, how land was
valued, what the new owners were able to do with it,
and what it signified to each of the different groups
vying for land rights. Verdery tells this story about
transforming socialist property forms in a global
context, showing the fruitfulness of conceptualizing
property as a political symbol, as a complex of social
relations among people and things, and as a process
of assigning value. This book is a window on rural
life after socialism but it also provides a framework
for assessing the neo-liberal economic policies that
have prevailed elsewhere, such as in Latin America.
Verdery shows how the trajectory of property after
socialism was deeply conditioned by the forms
property took in socialism itself; this is in contrast to
the image of a "tabula rasa" that governed much
thinking about post-socialist property reform.
1188 sermon suggestions -- One from every chapter
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in the Bible. Morgan's expositions sparkle as they
enhance Bible texts from every chapter in the Bible.
Concise and delightfully free of redundancy, these
selections reveal the master expositor's keen,
analytical insight into God's Word. To encourage
preachers and Bible teachers to develop their own
sermon and lesson themes creatively, the author
mentions that these are sermon suggestions -- not
sermons or sermon outlines. He intentionally left the
notes untitled, "preferring to let the text of Scripture
be their only caption." These penetrating truths,
firmly anchored in Scripture, are best described by
G. Campbell Morgan himself: On every page of...the
"God-breathed Writings" there are many thoughts
which stretch out like long, clear arms of light across
the darkness, discovering things which otherwise
were hidden, and often illuminating wider areas than
those of the immediate context. They are
searchlights. From the multitude of these, I have
selected one in each chapter of the Bible. Perhaps
the work will also serve to illustrate a method of
showing how focal points of radiating light gather
their radiance from the context.
Words Have a Past traces settler colonial narratives
represented in newspapers produced in late
nineteenth-century Indian boarding schools.
In the heatwave of 1959, four sisters arrive at
Applecote Manor to relive their memories of hazy
Cotswolds summers. They find their uncle and aunt
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still reeling from the disappearance of their only
daughter, five years before. An undercurrent of
dread runs through the house. Why did Audrey
vanish? Who is keeping her fate secret? As the
sisters are lured into the mystery of their missing
cousin, the stifling summer takes a shocking, deadly
turn. One which will leave blood on their hands, and
put another girl in danger decades later . . .
Skin-lightening is currently one of the most common
forms of potentially harmful body modification
practices in the world and African women are among
some of the most widely represented users of skinlightening products. The overall objective of this
book is to provide up-to-date evidence-based
recommendations for reducing the global burden of
cosmetic skin bleaching and preventing injuries
related to skin bleaching in sub-Saharan Africa and
Africans in diaspora. The book aims to: offer an
appraisal of all relevant literature on cosmetic
bleaching practices to-date, focusing on any key
developments; identify and address important
medical, public health issues as well as historical,
genetic, psychosocial, cultural, behavioural,
socioeconomic, political, institutional and
environmental determinants; provide guideline
recommendations that would help attenuate the
burden and possibly eliminate the injuries related to
skin bleaching; discuss potential developments and
future directions.
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· Provides descriptions of contemporary strategies
used to protect journalists in conflict · Contains
contributions from more than 60 stakeholders
interested in the protection of journalists · Presents a
historical background of international policies,
declarations, and resolutions intended to protect
journalists · Contains 18 vignettes of journalists
killed, harassed, or threatened when reporting from
Mexico to Gaza to Pakistan and China
Are you losing your ability to recognize sin? Are you
becoming a person who finds it easy to shift blame,
deny guilt, or excuse moral failure in yourself or
others? In this challenging yet compelling book, John
MacArthur encourages you to confront the culture's
flight from moral responsibility. With sound biblical
truth, this book shows how and why sin must be
dealt with if you are to live in a way that pleases
God. With clairty and insight, John MacArthur
provides you with solutions for attaining a personal
holiness that can take you from living a life of blame
and denial to one of peace and freedom. Praise for
The Vanishing Conscience: ". . . a wake-up call and
an alarm to jolt the sleeping church. Not all will like it,
but all should read it. In this day of morality by
majority, self-centered ministry, and twilight-zone
theology, a clear word like this is long overdue." ?Dr.
Adrian Rogers, Pastor, Bellevue Baptist Church ". . .
a clear and prophetic word that we must hear and
heed." ?Dr. Joseph M. Stowell, President, Moody
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Bible Institute "With the clarion call of a prophet,
MacArthur points us back to something we have
forgotten: the value and importance of a clean
conscience." ?Greg Laurie, Senior Pastor, Harvest
Christian Fellowship
Is image everything? For many people in our culture,
image and images are everything. Americans spend
hours watching television but rarely finish a good
book. Words are quickly losing their appeal. Arthur
Hunt sees this trend as a direct assault on
Christianity. He warns that by exalting imagery we
risk becoming mindless pagans. Our thirst for
images has dulled our minds so that we lack the
biblical and mental defenses we need to resist
pagan influences. What about paganism? Hunt
contends that it never died in modern Western
culture; image-based media just brought it to the
surface again. Sex, violence, and celebrity worship
abound in our culture, driving a mass media frenzy
reminiscent of pagan idolatry. This book is a clear
warning that the church is being cut off from its wordbased heritage, and that we are open to abuse by
those who exploit the image but neglect the Word.
Thoughtful readers will find this a challenging call to
be critical about the images bombarding our sense
and to affirm that "the Word is everything."
This book sets forth an ontological Copernican
revolution. By means of a critical phenomenology, it
shifts the axis of reflection from the putatively
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bedrock dualisms in which philosophy was
conceived, to our lively, intentional mindbodies that
are ontologically antecedent to, beyond the grasp of,
yet implicated in, all reflection. In these exercises,
reflection’s center of gravity is shifted to our
mindbodies, whose meditated whatness can be
known in all of its forms of appearance—as material
objects, organisms, makers, keepers and breakers
of promises, husbands and wives, et cetera—and
whose unmediated thisness everywhere
importunately “shows itself.” From this seamless,
ontological bedrock, all of our dualisms have been
brought forth by reflection. They never cease to be
founded there; in action they disappear there. How,
on this new foundation, do ‘reflection’,
‘interpretation’, ‘thinking’, ‘speaking’, ‘time’, ‘hope’,
and ‘memory’ come differently to do their work?
The nature of silence is hard to grasp. This book
serves to systematize this concept and explore it in
the works of three major poets of religious
experience: namely, Gerard Manley Hopkins, T. S.
Eliot and R. S. Thomas. Since these poets worked
within a Christian framework, the “silences” they
refer to are mainly those emerging in the context of
the relationship between God and man in a postChristian climate. The book’s textual analyses place
special attention on the dynamics between thematic
and structural manifestations of silence, and are
situated at the crossroads of the poetics, philosophy
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and theology. In this first study bringing together the
poetry of Hopkins, Eliot and Thomas, the three
poets, each in his unique way, emerge as poetic
ministers, practitioners, and producers of silence,
who try to find a new language to talk about the
Ineffable God and one’s experience of the divine.
A poor barely educated village boy Eberechi works his way
through life and makes a success of his retail clothing
business. He decides to compensate for his lack of formal
education by sending his teenage twin sons overseas to
study in the United States. He spares no finances in the
education of his sons. The latter do not take into
consideration the enormous sacrifices being made by their
father. They live luxuriously and squander their funds. They
enter into marriages of convenience which are later to
blossom into true love after the twins sons settle down to
raise families. But the marriages are not in conformity with
what the twins’ parents are familiar with and so fail to gain
the necessary recognition and support of the twins ‘parents.
These latter connive with each other and secure a wife by
arranged marriage for each of their twin sons. The twin sons
lured home by the huge financial benefits which acceptance
of the arranged marriages would bring, acquiesce to the
arranged marriages, collect the benefits abandon their new
brides and disappear back to America. Fame and fortune
smile on the abandoned brides when two of the biggest
economic pillars of the community fall in love with, and marry
the abandoned brides bringing them over to America.
Mischance and curiosity again bring one of the twins into an
unplanned collision course with his abandoned former bride
and the law. The law of retributive justice appears to take its
toll on the estranged former bridegroom and his brother who
had grossly alienated themselves from their roots and denied
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their children the opportunity of speaking even the language
of their fathers. Time the healer of wounds is expected to
bring about the healing even in the midst of the failed
expectations of a distraught father, a garrulous society and a
rapidly changing world. A compelling story plays out, with
intrigues, deep cultural attachment, squander mania,
manipulations, financial arm twisting, love, cheating and a
mother’s unflinching devotion to his children.
An anthology like no other. “The Vanishing” brings together
one hundred of the finest classic and contemporary short
poems. The poems are arranged by length, beginning with
John Gould Fletcher’s ninety-nine word “Chinese Poet
among Barbarians” and proceeding poem by poem with an
ever-diminishing word-count. Each poem is one word shorter
than the last. The collection takes its name from the final “fit”
of Lewis Carroll's “The Hunting of the Snark”. Like the hero
of Carroll’s tale, this collection “softly and suddenly vanishes
away,” until a blank page alone remains. Included are
masterpieces by Derek Mahon, Helene Johnson, George
Mackay Brown, Wislawa Szymborska, James Wright, Edward
Thomas, Christopher Reid, Duncan Forbes, Emily Dickinson,
Miroslav Holub, Thomas Hardy, W. B. Yeats, Thomas Lux,
Louis MacNeice, Frances Cornford, Walt Whitman, Robert
Browning, Louise Bogan, Elizabeth Bishop, Edward Lear,
Christina Rossetti, Emily Brontë, Anna Akhmatova, Richard
Wilbur, Robert Louis Stevenson, Stephen Crane, A. E.
Housman, Langston Hughes, Tomas Tranströmer, Michael
Longley, Marianne Moore, Howard Nemerov, Thomas
McGrath, Patrick Kavanagh, Philip Larkin, Taha Muhammed
Ali, Gerard Manley Hopkins, Robert Graves, Anne Stevenson,
U. A. Fanthorpe, Amy Lowell, H. D., D. H. Lawrence,
Gertrude Stein, Samuel Menashe, William Blake, Bob Arnold,
Don Paterson, Ian Hamilton Finlay, and many other
outstanding poets. Please view the preview of this book for a
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full listing of the titles included. At Elsinore Books we pride
ourselves on creating beautiful e-books, and devote great
attention to formatting, and ease of navigation. This book
contains a cleanly-styled contents page that permits easy
movement between the poems. We regularly update the
formatting of our books, to ensure they will always remain
perfectly accessible on all e-reader models. This book is part
of the Best of Poetry series, which also includes: The Best of
Poetry: Shakespeare, Muse of Fire The Best of Poetry: A
Young Person’s Book of Evergreen Verse The Best of
Poetry: Thoughts that Breathe and Words that Burn
This two-volume set of LNAI 12340 and LNAI 12341
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th CCF
Conference on Natural Language Processing and Chinese
Computing, NLPCC 2020, held in Zhengzhou, China, in
October 2020. The 70 full papers, 30 poster papers and 14
workshop papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 320 submissions. They are organized in the
following areas: Conversational Bot/QA; Fundamentals of
NLP; Knowledge Base, Graphs and Semantic Web; Machine
Learning for NLP; Machine Translation and Multilinguality;
NLP Applications; Social Media and Network; Text Mining;
and Trending Topics.
'Image is everything, '' or so the saying goes. Unfortunately,
in our culture words are quickly losing their appeal. Arthur
Hunt contrasts our Judeo-Christian heritage, which is worddependent, with paganism, which is image-dependent. He
warns that by exalting visual imagery we risk becoming
mindless pagans and that we are open to abuse by those
who exploit the image but neglect the Word. Thoughtful
readers will find this a challenging call to be critical about the
images around us and to affirm that ''the Word is everything.'
One of the fundamental enigmas of our existence, and for
that matter, God’s existence, is the act of creation. Has the
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cosmos been created ex nihilo or was it an intelligent design
by God? Does God, having created the world, let it evolve
and develop on its own, subject to the rules of evolution and
chance; or does God intervene in every step of evolution in a
deus ex machina manner? What is the role of man in
creation? Is it as central as existentialism and quantum
mechanics assure us: that without human consciousness
interacting with energy-matter, there would not be any objects
and life forms? Is man the crown of creation permanently, or
once evolution forms a more effective connecting agent
between spirit and energy-matter, will man be relegated to the
world of fossils? The book concludes with a thorough
examination of human norms, values and morals. As such,
this book constitutes a comprehensive treatise on the genesis
of the world, the birth of God, and the role of man.
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